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ABSTRACT
Rapid increase of misinformation online has emerged as one of the
biggest challenges in this post-truth era. This has given rise to
many fact-checking websites that manually assess doubtful claims.
However, the speed and scale at which misinformation spreads in
online media inherently limits manual verification. Hence, the
problem of automatic credibility assessment has attracted great
attention. In this work, we present CredEye, a system for
automatic credibility assessment. It takes a natural language claim
as input from the user and automatically analyzes its credibility by
considering relevant articles from the Web. Our system captures
joint interaction between language style of articles, their stance
towards a claim and the trustworthiness of the sources. In addition,
extraction of supporting evidence in the form of enriched snippets
makes the verdicts of CredEye transparent and interpretable.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The explosive growth of the Web, online news and social media
has led to a proliferation of misinformation. These range from
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posting fake reviews in e-commerce portals, propagating rumors
and hoaxes in social networks to erroneous quoting of celebrities
and politicians. Misinformation can have disastrous consequences:
for example, rumors during hurricane Irma forced the US
government to start a rumor control website1 to avoid panic.

State-of-the-art and its Limitations: Prior works in
credibility analysis and truth-finding primarily focus on structured
data, typically in the form of subject-predicate-object statements
[2, 5, 7, 8, 12]. Works on detecting fake statements in social
media [1, 4, 6, 11] leverage social network metadata like user-user
interactions and social links as well as profiles, reputation features
based on votes or likes, and demographic information. Most
importantly, all these prior approaches provide black-box
techniques and lack the ability to explain why a certain statement
is classified as true or false.

In our own prior work [9, 10], we address these limitations by
considering user-provided natural language claims, and develop a
general frameworkwhich does not make any assumptions about the
structure of the claim or characteristics of the community or website
where the claim is reported. Our method is based on distantly
supervised learning with joint inference over the language style of
relevant articles, their stance towards the claim (support or refute),
and the trustworthiness of the underlying Web sources. In addition
to the automatic assessment, our method extracts interpretable
evidence and identifies crucial features to explain its verdicts (see
Figure 2, discussed later). Two recent systems along similar lines
are ClaimBuster [3] and ClaimVerif [13]. However, neither of these
consider the language style of the articles that serve as evidence or
counter-evidence. Also, neither provides feature-level explanations
of their assessment scores; rather they merely list online articles
related to the claim.

Contributions: In this paper, we demonstrate CredEye, an
automatic credibility analyzer based on our prior work. Its unique
point is that it considers language style as a key component of its
assessments, and also provides explanations in terms of
automatically extracted snippets from supporting and refuting
articles enriched with language features.

Given an input claim in arbitrary textual form on an arbitrary
topic, CredEye automatically retrieves relevant articles from the
Web, using a search engine. It analyzes the credibility of each text

1https://www.fema.gov/hurricane-irma-rumor-control
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Figure 1: Credibility analysis pipeline of CredEye.

Method True-Claims False-Claims Macro-Avg.
Accuracy (%) Accuracy (%) Accuracy (%)

Pipeline 83.20 80.78 82.00
CRF 71.26 88.74 80.00
LSTM 77.90 78.27 78.09

Table 1: Different configurations of CredEye.

by language features, the stance of the text, and the
trustworthiness of the source, aggregating all these into an overall
verdict. The UI of CredEye (see Figure 2) enables users to dissect
and drill down into the assessment by browsing through
judiciously and automatically selected snippets with markup of
indicative words. The latter capture linguistic features that express
bias and subjectivity (decreasing credibility) or neutral and
objective language (increasing credibility). Details of the analysis
are shown in the form of per-article and per-source scores.
CredEye is available at https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/credeye/.

2 CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT PIPELINE
CredEye takes a natural language claim as input from the user, and
computes its credibility assessment along with enriched evidence as
output. Its core is the analysis of the credibility of the claim, based on
the overall evidence or counter-evidence from a set of automatically
retrieved Web articles. We have developed three methods to this
end: a pipeline of classifiers and scoring models, a joint-inference
model in the form of a Conditional Random Field, and a deep-
learning neural network based on a bidirectional LSTM. In our
experiments (see below) – with limited training data – the pipeline
architecture performed best. Hence, we focus on this configuration.
Note that the scarceness of training samples is typical in coping
with misinformation, not just a limitation of our experiments.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the system architecture. The
pipeline consists of the following stages: (i) Retrieval of articles
from diverse Web sources by sending the claim text to a search
engine, (ii) Stance Detection to understand the stance of each
article, (iii) Content Analysis to understand the credibility of each
article by utilizing the language style and stance-related features,
(iv) Credibility Aggregation to merge these per-article assessments
to compute the overall scoring of the claim being true or false, and
(v) Evidence Extraction to extract supporting evidence in the form
of informative snippets from the relevant web articles.

The classifiers are trained by distant supervision using data
from snopes.com, a popular fact-checking website that manually

validates Internet rumors, hoaxes, urban legends, and other stories
of unknown or questionable origin. We used 5,000 claims from
Snopes, each labeled true or false, and retrieved 30 relevant Web
articles for each of them. By assuming that the unlabeled Web
articles should predominantly inherit the claim’s label (hence
distant supervision), we could train logistic-regression classifiers
for per-article stance and per-article credibility. Table 1 shows
accuracy results for the Snopes data, using 10-fold
cross-validation.2

2.1 Querying the Web
To extract Web articles relevant to the input claim, we use the Bing
search API, which allows us to restrict results to specific types (e.g.,
entire Web, only news, only social media etc.) and geo locations.
Our system supports five such configurations for selecting articles
from: (i) the entire web (no restrictions), (ii) all news websites,
(iii) popular US news websites, (iv) popular UK news websites,
and (v) social media websites (like Quora, Twitter, Facebook, blogs
etc.). For this demo, we focus on English language articles, without
further restrictions.

Knowledge Base Lookup: Before moving to the next stage of
the pipeline, we determine if the credibility of an input claim can
be easily assessed by a Knowledge Base (KB) lookup. To this end,
we first check if a representative <subject, verb, object> triplet could
be extracted from the input claim. If yes, we query for the
corresponding “subject+verb" and “object+verb", and check if the
claim can be assessed from the retrieved instant answer. For
instance, given the claim “Obama was born in Kenya", the system
queries for “obama+born" in Bing, and assesses the claim as false
based on the retrieved instant answer. Instead of relying on Bing’s
internal KB, it is also possible to use any other KB for this lookup.

2.2 Stance Detection
False claims are refuted by articles from trusted Web sources.
Therefore, it is necessary to understand an article’s stance towards
the claim. To this end, we divide each retrieved article into a set of
overlapping snippets, and extract snippets that are strongly related
to the claim in terms of unigram and bigram overlap. We use the
qualifying snippets to compute support and refute scores, using
logistic regression classifiers trained on claims and evidence
articles from Snopes. The scores are fed as features into the
subsequent content analysis.

2Data available at http://bit.ly/web-credibility-analysis
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(a) Assessment of the false rumor - “The use of solar panels drains the sun of energy" (with ‘entire web’ configuration).
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(b) Assessment of the true statement - “Italy misses the next football world cup" (with ‘all news’ configuration).

Figure 2: CredEye interface.

2.3 Content Analysis
The content analysis of the articles is the core part and
distinguishing characteristic of CredEye. It assesses the credibility
of each article based on a suite of linguistic features (see [10] for
more details).

Features: Our hypothesis is that true and thus credible claims
are reported in an objective and unbiased language. On the other
hand, subjective or sensational style of reporting a claim decreases
its credibility. To capture the language style of the article, we derive
features from a predefined set of lexicons (e.g., assertive and factive
verbs, hedges, report verbs, subjective and biased words etc.). In
addition, the support and refute scores from the stance detection
step are used as features.

Classifier: The credibility assessment model is a logistic
regression classifier with L1-regularization, distantly trained on
Snopes samples.

2.4 Credibility Aggregation
Not all Web sources are trustworthy. Hence, to aggregate per-article
credibility scores, it is essential to determine the trustworthiness of
each article’s source.

Source Trustworthiness: Computing the trustworthiness of a
source hinges on the following hypothesis: a Web source is
trustworthy if it refutes non-credible claims and supports credible
ones. We calculate the trustworthiness tw (s ) of source s as :

tw (s ) =
#articles_support_true + #articles_re f ute_f alse

#total_articles
(1)

where, #articles_support_true is the number of articles from s
that support credible claims, #articles_re f ute_f alse represents
the number of articles from s that refute non-credible claims, and
#total_articles is the total number of articles from s . We use the
Snopes training data to pre-compute these trustworthiness scores
for a wide variety of sources, including news sites, online
communities, Wikipedia, and more. When we encounter a new
source which is not present in our training data, we assign a
default trustworthiness score of 0.1 (as used in our experiments).

Claim Credibility: Given a claim c and a set of relevant articles
{ai } from sources {si }, we aggregate the per-article credibility scores
as:

P (c = credible ) =

∑
i tw (si ) ∗ pai (c = credible )∑

i tw (si )
(2)
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Here, P (c = credible ) denotes the aggregated score for the claim
being credible, pai (c = credible ) is the credibility score of ai , and
tw (si ) is the trustworthiness of si . This aggregation penalizes the
credibility scores from non-trustworthy sources.

2.5 Evidence Extraction
To present users with comprehensible evidence for credibility
verdicts, we utilize the snippets of articles extracted in the stance
detection step. From each article, CredEye selects the snippet that
is most related to the claim and has a support or refute score that
is above a threshold and agrees with the overall verdict.

In addition, CredEye enriches the presented snippets by
highlighting salient words and bigrams. Words that are also
present in the claim are highlighted in yellow. Words which
contribute most towards the aggregated credibility score are
highlighted in different shades of green (signaling credibility) and
red (signaling non-credibility). The intensity of colors reflects the
words’ importance for the assessment (based on feature weights
from the classifier). The highlighted words and bigrams are
judiciously selected from the features of the stance detection step,
and also from various lexicons of subjective and emotional
language (e.g., OpinionFinder MPQA).

3 DEMONSTRATION
CredEye can be accessed at https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/credeye/
(a recorded screencast available at https://youtu.be/t0SKDjovJiU).
We encourage readers to try it out with their own inputs; we also
offer some sample claims for illustration. Here, we consider two
scenarios: (i) a false rumor “The use of solar panels drains the sun
of energy" with ‘entire web’ configuration (see Figure 2a) and (ii)
a true statement “Italy misses the next football world cup" with ‘all
news’ configuration (see Figure 2b).

As shown in Figure 2, the input area of CredEye contains a text
box where the user can enter any natural language text as an input
claim for assessment along with a specific configuration to restrict
the article sources. Upon submitting the claim, the back-end server
of CredEye carries out its analysis and returns its verdict along with
evidence snippets, displayed in the output area. The output includes
the overall assessment, displayed in the form of green (true) and
red (false) bars. There are also buttons for providing feedback.

The most interesting part of the output is the explanation of the
assessment, in the form of enriched text snippets from the Web
articles that were retrieved during the analysis. As shown in
Figure 2, salient words in the snippets are highlighted in different
colors (see Section 2.5). Phrases present in the articles like “fake",
“satirical website", “supposed" etc. in Figure 2a reduce the credibility
of the claim which helps our credibility assessment pipeline to
classify it as false. On the other hand, absence of biased and
subjective words (decreasing credibility) in addition to objective
words like “follow", “keep", “games", etc. in Figure 2b increase the
credibility of the claim. Hence, our pipeline assesses this factual
statement as credible. In addition, CredEye shows the sub-scores
from the various stages of its pipeline: the per-article credibility
score, the refute score from the stance detection, and the
trustworthiness of the source.

4 CONCLUSION
The CredEye system is a step towards coping with misinformation.
One of its limitations is the lack of in-depth understanding of the
exact scope and finer tone of claims. For instance, in a claim like
“the US Civil War ended slavery world-wide” – it is challenging for
the system to understand its finer scope ‘world-wide’. Retrieving
sufficient evidence or counter-evidence is another bottleneck where
we hinge on search-engine results.
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